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Microscopic hydrogels, also referred to as microgels, find broad application in life and materials science.

A well-established technique for fabricating uniform microgels is droplet microfluidics. Here, optimal

mixing of hydrogel precursor components is crucial to yield homogeneous microgels with respect to

their morphology, mechanics, and distribution of functional moieties. However, when processing

premixed polymer precursors that are highly reactive, fast or even instantaneous gelation inside fluid

reservoirs or the microchannels of the flow cell commonly occurs, leading to an increase of fluid

viscosity over time, and thus exacerbating the intrinsic control over fluid flow rates, droplet and microgel

uniformity, which are key selling points of microfluidics in material design. To address these challenges,

we utilize microflow cells with integrated electrodes, which enable fast addition and mixing of hydrogel

precursors on demand by means of emulsion droplet coalescence. Here, two populations of surfactant-

stabilized aqueous droplets – the first containing the material basis of the microgel, and the second

containing another gel-forming component (e.g., a crosslinker) are formed at two consecutive

microchannel junctions and merged via temporary thin-film instability. Our approach provides the ability

to process such hydrogel systems that are otherwise challenging to process into uniform droplets and

microgels by conventional droplet microfluidics. To demonstrate its versatility, we fabricate microgels

with uniform shape and composition using fast hydrogelation via thiol-Michael addition reaction or non-

covalent self-assembly. Furthermore, we elucidate the limitations of electrocoalescence of reactive

hydrogel precursors by processing sodium alginate, crosslinked by calcium-induced ionic interactions.

For this instantaneous type of hydrogelation, electrocoalescence of alginate and calcium ions does not

result in the formation of morphologically isotropic microgels. Instead, it enables the creation of

anisotropic microgel morphologies with tunable shape, which have previously only been achieved by

selective crosslinking of elaborate higher-order emulsions or by aqueous two-phase systems as

microgel templates.

Introduction

Hydrogels are three-dimensionally crosslinked networks based
on natural or synthetic hydrophilic polymers, which are capable
of retaining large amounts of water. Particle-like hydrogels with
diameters ranging from 0.1 mm to 100 mm are referred to as
microgels according to IUPAC definitions.1 Microgels find
broad application in life and materials science, for instance,

in drug delivery,2,3 tissue engineering,4,5 and sensing.6,7 Over the
last two decades, droplet-assisted microfluidics has evolved into a
powerful tool for fabricating microgels with outstanding control
over size distribution8 as well as morphology,9,10 mechanics,11,12

swelling properties,13 degradability,14,15 and functionalization.16,17

However, processing fast-gelling hydrogel precursor solutions
into microgels utilizing droplet microfluidics is still challenging.
Hydrogel network formation with very fast reaction kinetics in the
range of milliseconds up to a few seconds gelation time includes
click chemistry reactions creating covalent bonds, such as the thiol-
Michael addition reaction of thiols and maleimides,18 as well as
bond formation via supramolecular,19 and ionic interactions.20 A
common issue frequently occurring when processing fast-gelling
hydrogel precursors in microfluidic cells with well-established
microchannel co-flow geometry is the uncontrolled hydrogel
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formation when two or more reactive hydrogel precursor streams
are brought together before being jointly compartmentalized into
droplets. Here, the experimenter may observe an undesired transi-
tion from a stable dripping regime into uncontrolled jetting of the
precursor solutions due to an increase in viscosity caused by their
fast gelation in bulk inside a joint fluid reservoir (cf. Fig. 1A and
Fig. S1A, ESI†). At one point, the precursor solutions may become so
viscous that the force exerted onto the fluid reservoir mechanically
by the piston of a syringe or by pressurized air will not be sufficient
to move the fluids any further inside the microchannels causing the
complete clogging of the microfluidic device (cf. Fig. 1B and
Fig. S1B, ESI†). Another issue when processing fast-gelling hydrogel
precursors into microemulsions becomes obvious after successful
droplet formation, if droplet solidification proceeds faster than
droplet mixing. As a result, despite the promise of droplet micro-
fluidics that short mixing times in pico-liter volumes should lead to
evenly distributed species inside droplets in sub-milliseconds,21,22

physiochemically heterogeneous microgels may still be obtained
from droplet-based templates. To circumvent the issue of solidifica-
tion of hydrogel precursor solutions inside fluid reservoirs, e.g.,
syringes, or on-chip of a microfluidic device prior to droplet
formation, a liquid flow of two reactive streams needs to be
separated until the very moment of droplet formation. This can
be achieved by utilizing a three-inflow junction, where two hydrogel
precursors, for instance, are separated by a non-reactive central fluid
stream, such as water or a buffer solution.18,23 If this fluid stream is
sufficiently wide, diffusion across the reactive-non-reactive fluid
interface can be neglected, and the reactive hydrogel precursors
only meet in the moment of droplet pinch-off at the microchannel
junction. While this approach makes continuous and well-
controlled microgel fabrication feasible, it is hardly possible to
adopt fluid flow to the microchannel design, and this process also
requires detailed knowledge of fluid dynamics. The reason for that
is the separating fluid stream, which dilutes the hydrogel precursor
solutions on-chip. This additional fluid stream potentially hampers
reaching the desired material concentration required for gelation as
the fluid flow-through is also limited by fluid viscosity. Furthermore,
using this approach, the formation of Janus-like microgels is
facilitated, if hydrogel network formation in each droplet compart-
ment occurs faster than the mixing of hydrogel precursors across

the non-reactive liquid barrier within the droplet resulting from the
almost complete absence of convective forces (cf. Fig. 1C and
Fig. S1C, ESI†).

On this account, we propose a rather different strategy for
controlling mixing and solidification of fast-reacting hydrogel
precursor solutions in microgel formation via droplet micro-
fluidics. Our approach relies on merging the stream of one
hydrogel precursor component with individual, previously
formed, surfactant-stabilized droplets containing the second
precursor component. The overall microfluidic platform design
for this approach is inspired by the work of Abate and co-
workers on electrode-driven picoinjection,24 which has led to
the application of this technique in droplet RT-PCR,25 high-
throughput screening of enzyme libraries,26 and DNA sequence
analysis.27 In our approach, the concept of electrocoalescence is
utilized for fabricating microgels by merging two hydrogel
precursor solutions. While electrocoalescence-induced solidifi-
cation of fast-gelling precursor solutions is most suitable for
forming isotropic microgels via covalent bonds or supramole-
cular interactions, we also elucidate the limitations of our
approach using the example of instantaneous alginate hydro-
gelation via calcium-induced ionic interactions. Here, electro-
coalescence of reactive hydrogel precursor solutions does not
lead to the formation of morphologically isotropic microgels.
Yet, this approach provides straightforward access to rather
complex hydrogel structures like hollow spheres as well as
armchair- and hammock-like microgels with tunable inner
curvatures that have been previously realized by more complex
examples of emulsion templates, e.g., selective polymerization
of higher-order emulsions,28 aqueous two-phase systems,29 or
precisely controlled de-wetting of emulsion templates.30

Results and discussion
Design of microfluidic device for processing fast-gelling
hydrogel systems via electrocoalescence

We realize that the afore-discussed approaches to prevent
uncontrolled hydrogelation inside a microfluidic device or a
droplet template often merely delay these processes but do not

Fig. 1 Common challenges in droplet microfluidics-based processing of fast-gelling hydrogel precursors. (A) Fluid jetting instead of geometry-
controlled droplet formation at the microchannel cross-junction. The initiation of hydrogelation prior to droplet formation leads to heterogeneous
droplets. (B) Clogging of the microfluidic junction due to in-channel hydrogelation. (C) Separation of two reactive aqueous precursor phases by a third
flow of an unreactive aqueous spacer phase to prevent gelation prior to droplet formation. In the case of some fast-gelling hydrogel precursors, the
resulting microgels may retain a heterogeneous, two-halved arrangement. The scale bars for all panels denote 100 mm.
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generally rule them out. On this account, we aim for rapid
addition and subsequent efficient mixing of hydrogel precur-
sors by completely separating the reactive hydrogel precursors
and only bring them together for microgel formation at desired
time and location. Through the work of Baret et al.,31 it is well
known that droplets can be perceived as individual closed
reaction vessels if droplet stability is ensured using a surfactant
below the critical micellar concentration (CMC) that signifi-
cantly reduces the interfacial tension at the oil–water
interface.32,33 Our approach utilizes a microfluidic device with
integrated electrodes (Fig. 2A) that consists of a flow-focusing
junction at which emulsion droplets of a first hydrogel pre-
cursor solution (dispersed phase 1, DP1) are formed by a
continuous phase (CP) of fluorinated oil to which a surfactant
is added for droplet stabilization. From there, the as-formed
emulsion droplets pass through a microchannel toward
another, T-shaped junction with an integrated pair of a positive
and negative electrode opposite to this junction. Here, a second
hydrogel precursor solution at defined flow rate (dispersed
phase 2, DP2) is added. By adjusting the combined flow rates
of DP1 and CP as well as DP2, pairs of droplets initially form,
whose surfactant-stabilized interfaces contact each other while
they continue to flow downstream through a meander-shaped
droplet mixing zone (cf. below).

To induce merging and thus hydrogelation between a dro-
plet containing DP1 passing by the T-junction where DP2 is
ejected, the surfactant layer at the water-oil interface of the
existing droplet needs to be destabilized to overcome its inter-
facial energy. For that, an external electric field is generated
through the pair of electrodes opposite of the T-junction to
induce thin-film instability and thus electrocoalescence.34

To first characterize the addition and mixing process of
hydrogel precursors during electrocoalescence in our flow cell,
DP1, which is phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and DP2, which
is PBS colored with the food dye Brilliant Black, are processed.
As no potential is applied to the electrodes, and the flow rates
of DP1 and DP2 are equal, droplets of DP1 (cf. Fig. 2B) pair
exactly with droplets of colored DP2 at the T-junction of the
droplet electrocoalescence device (cf. Fig. 2C). When applying a
voltage of 240 V to the electrodes, the water-oil interface
destabilizes, causing DP2 to be injected into droplets of DP1
instead of forming individual droplets of DP2 (cf. Fig. 2D).
When injecting DP2 into droplets of DP1, fluid mixing is
enhanced tremendously by convective forces arising from the
droplet merging compared to diffusion-based mixing of two
fluids brought together at a droplet-forming junction in a co-
flow manner.35 For additional enhancement of the mixing
speed inside the as-formed droplets, a meander-shaped chan-
nel segment is integrated into the microflow cell design. In this
segment, droplet mixing is completed by chaotic advection,
which can be compared to the process of baker’s transforma-
tion acting on these moving liquid plugs surrounded by an
immiscible oil phase.36 The baker’s transformation involves
consecutive steps of stretching, folding, and reorientation of
the fluid, giving rise to an exponential decrease in the striation
length and, therefore, accelerated mixing. For the experiment
in Fig. 2, the droplet electrocoalescence cell is operated at flow
rates of 400 mL h�1 for CP and 30 mL h�1 for DP1 and DP2,
respectively. At these flow rates, the high-speed camera image
in Fig. 2D shows that a uniform mixing of the droplet content
by electrocoalescence followed by meander-based advection is
completed as fast as 89 ms after electrocoalescence of the
droplet pair before the droplets pass the third turn of the
meander-shaped channel segment.

In the following section, separate processing followed by
highly efficient mixing of different aqueous phases via electro-
coalescence of droplet pairs is utilized to fabricate microgels
with isotropic shape, uniform size, and homogeneous interior
based on examples of fast-gelling precursor systems.

Fabrication of isotropic microgels via precursor-phase
coalescence based on covalent and supramolecular
crosslinking

Microgels with spatial uniformity regarding porosity,
mechanics as well as the distribution of functional groups are
the basis for reproducible results among large populations of
microgels, e.g., as sensor particles, in mechanobiology, or as
platforms in cell-free biotechnology.37–39 Poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG)-based precursors are frequently utilized for hydrogel
network formation since their terminal functionalities can be
crosslinked by means of bio-orthogonal chemistry. Bio-
orthogonal reactions can occur inside or in presence of living
systems without interfering with native biochemical
processes.40 This is essential for hydrogelation in presence of
biological machinery, e.g., for cell-free protein synthesis,41 or
encapsulation of living cells.42,43 One of these well-established
reactions, enabling the formation of a hydrogel network in a

Fig. 2 (A) AutoCADs-made design of microfluidic device for electrocoa-
lescence of droplet pairs containing reactive hydrogel precursor solutions.
Arrows indicate fluid flow directions. (B) Droplet formation at a flow-
focusing junction from aqueous dispersed phase 1 (DP1). (C) Pairing of
droplets of DP1 and DP2, the latter formed at a T-junction. (electrodes are
not energized). (D) After electrode activation, DP2 merges with droplets of
DP1. The electric field destabilizes the water-oil interfaces inducing
coalescence between DP1 and DP2, followed by fast convection-based
droplet mixing by passage through a meander-shaped microchannel. The
scale bars for all panels denote 100 mm.
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bio-orthogonal fashion, is the base-catalyzed thiol-Michael
addition click reaction, which is highly efficient and can be
performed under mild reaction conditions. However, such
reaction, e.g., between thiol-functionalized and maleimide-
functionalized PEG, exhibits extremely fast reaction kinetics
at physiological pH.44,45 Kharkar et al. reported on a similar
multi-arm PEG-based precursor system with terminal thiol and
maleimide moieties, whose gel point could not be determined
by rheology due to rapid gelation.46 Employing pipetting stu-
dies for determining the gel point, Darling et al. reported
complete gelation utilizing 4-arm PEGs within 2 s.47

Our microfluidic preliminary tests showed that a contact
time of just a few milliseconds between the thiol and the
maleimide precursor solutions is sufficient to cause hydrogel
formation at the interface. Due to this very fast gelation
kinetics, this reaction is generally difficult to control in micro-
fluidics to obtain uniform microgels from droplet templates. To
overcome the limitations of microgel formation based on thiol-
Michael addition in droplets, we employ our droplet electro-
coalescence device for processing a starPEG-thiol and a
starPEG-maleimide to form uniform microgels via thiol-
Michael addition reaction (Fig. 3). For the experiment,
starPEG-thiol (2% w/w in PBS) and starPEG-mal (2% w/w in
PBS) serve as DP1 and DP2, respectively, while CP is Novec 7500
supplied with 2% (w/w) of a home-made ABA triblock copoly-
mer surfactant. Their flow rates are set to 40 mL h�1, 40 mL h�1,
and 800 mL h�1 for DP1, DP2, and CP, respectively. To evaluate
the mixing efficiency of the hydrogel precursors inside the
merged droplet by fluorescence wide-field and confocal micro-
scopy, Alexa Fluor 488 C5 maleimide is used to pre-
functionalize starPEG-thiol. Here, less than 0.02% of the thiol

groups are modified with the fluorophore, which has no impact
on the gelation process. After reaching a stable droplet-
formation regime for DP1 at the first cross-junction, the flow
of DP2 is initiated. The electrodes remain turned-off at this
point. As droplet flow becomes synchronized between the cross-
junction and the T-junction and droplet pairing is observed at
the second cross-junction, a voltage of 240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC
mode is applied to the electrodes. This value is chosen for all
reactive hydrogel precursor solutions in this article to ensure a
fast and regular electrocoalescence. Under these conditions,
the merging of the droplet pairs proceeds quantitatively, and as
shown by the phase-contrast image in Fig. 3B, the as-formed
emulsion droplets are uniform in size with diameters of
64.5 � 1.9 mm. The solidified emulsion content is then trans-
ferred into PBS by three consecutive washing steps with per-
fluorooctanol (PFO) (20% v/v in Novec 7500). Droplets translate
into microgels with a similar diameter (65.8 � 2.0 mm, inset
Fig. 3B). The distribution of fluorescent dye incorporated into
the hydrogel network is revealed by mid-plane images of the
microgels by confocal microscopy (Fig. 3C) and corresponding
line scans visualizing the fluorophore distribution within the
microgel (Fig. 3D). Uniform dye distribution indicates that
mixing the macromolecular hydrogel precursors employing
droplet coalescence is faster than hydrogelation by thiol-
Michael addition and the method thus suitable to fabricate
polymer microgels in a reproducible fashion. This finding
renders electrocoalescence suitable to process hydrogel precur-
sors forming a covalently crosslinked network via base-
catalyzed thiol-Michael addition reaction.

To extend the applicability of our approach beyond the
formation of covalently crosslinked microgels, we apply droplet
electrocoalescence for microgel formation based on ultra-fast
supramolecular crosslinking through non-covalent interac-
tions. We have previously established a non-covalent hydrogel
system formed by mixing sulfated polysaccharide and peptide-
starPEG conjugate (Fig. 4A).48 The peptide has a minimal motif
of (KA)n (K is lysine, A is alanine, and n is the number of
repetition). The self-assembly and gelation process is mediated
by the binding of (KA)n peptide to the sulfated polymer, which
can be used for drug delivery,49 3D cell cultures,50 as well as
forming cell-laden hydrogel microparticles.51 The gelation can
be remarkably accelerated when lysine is replaced by
arginine,48 or a lipid chain is added to (KA)n. The very fast
gelation of such systems prevents efficient mixing of the two
precursor solutions, and thus hampers broader applicability. As
for the covalent hydrogel system discussed above, it was not
possible to carry out rheological measurements for determin-
ing the gelation point of the non-covalently assembled (KA)n

hydrogel system due to the intrinsic speed of gelation. Fig. 4A
shows a sketch of the underlying hydrogelation between an
octanoic acid-modified (KA)7-starPEG conjugate (KA7-C8-
starPEG) and dextran sulfate.

For microfluidic processing, a solution of KA7-C8-starPEG
(2.5 mM in DI water) is injected as DP1 into the droplet
electrocoalescence device, while DP2 is a solution of 5 mM
dextran sulfate in DI water. For evaluating the mixing efficiency

Fig. 3 Microgel formation from reactive species using the example of
thiol-Michael addition. (A) Schematic of hydrogel network formation.
(B) Phase-contrast microscopy image of emulsion droplets with gelled
content made from starPEG-thiol and starPEG-maleimide. The inset dis-
plays a wide-field fluorescence microscopy image of uniform microgels
with isotropic shape. (C) Confocal microscopy image of a microgel
revealing the homogeneous distribution of Alexa Fluor 488 covalently
coupled to starPEG-thiol prior to gelation. (D) Localization of Alexa Fluor
488 inside of the microgel shown in (C) visualized through a line scan. The
scale bars for all panels denote 100 mm.
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between these precursor phases after droplet merging, the KA7-
C8-starPEG solution is doped with fluorescent 5-carboxytetra-
methylrhodamine (TAMRA) labeled KA7-TAMRA-starPEG
(1% v/v). Flow rates are set to 80 mL h�1 for DP1, 80 mL h�1

for DP2, and 600 mL h�1 for CP, which is again Novec 7500
supplied with 2% (w/w) of ABA copolymer surfactant. After
achieving stable pairing of droplets of DP1 and DP2 at the
microchannel T-junction, a potential of 240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC
mode is applied to the electrodes. As shown by phase-contrast
microscopy (Fig. 4B), emulsion droplets containing as-formed
non-covalently crosslinked microgels exhibit a low dispersity
with an average diameter of 84.8 � 1.7 mm. After demulsifica-
tion by washing with PFO (20% v/v in Novec 7500), the micro-
gels – now in DI water – retain their uniformity with a 1.1-fold
increase in diameter and a 1.4-fold increase in volume
(95.7 � 2.3 mm, inset Fig. 4B). We previously reported similar
swelling characteristics of polysaccharide-based microgels dur-
ing droplet-to-microgel transition for hydrogel systems based
on hyaluronic acid, chitosan, and alginate.16,39 The cross-
section through the mid-plane of a non-covalent microgel
(Fig. 4C), imaged by confocal microscopy, as well as the
corresponding line scans visualizing the fluorophore distribu-
tion within the microgel (Fig. 4D), confirm the uniform dis-
tribution of the incorporated KA7-TAMRA-starPEG building
block in the hydrogel network, indicating that droplet mixing
is faster than the supramolecular assembly process.

The formation of uniform microgels via covalent crosslink-
ing of PEG-based precursors by thiol-Michael addition as well
as the supramolecular crosslinking of dextran sulfate and
peptide–lipid-starPEG show that separate processing of hydro-
gel precursors into individual droplet populations followed by
their pairing and electric field-induced merging is well-suited

for engineering fast-gelling hydrogel systems into microgels
with low dispersity and homogeneous distribution of func-
tional moieties. However, hydrogel network formation via ionic
interactions between alginate and calcium ions can be consid-
ered instantaneous,20 proceeding even faster than the two
hydrogel systems used above. Therefore, the mixing of the
droplet content upon electrocoalescence will still be slower
than gelation of the droplet content. Still, in these cases, the
process of droplet electrocoalescence can be utilized to form
distinct anisotropic rather than isotropic microgels via cross-
linking based on ionic interactions under well-controlled con-
ditions, as discussed next.

Fabrication of anisotropic microgels via ionic interactions

For fabricating anisotropic, alginate-based microgels, a
solution of calcium chloride is injected into droplets of sodium
alginate by electrocoalescence. Due to instantaneous solidifica-
tion, uniform, isotropic microgels are only yielded by utilizing
chelating agents (cf. below). Instead, to exert control over their
anisotropy, we lock the sodium alginate microgels in shape
depending on the volume of calcium chloride solution injected
into the existing sodium alginate droplet. For that, DP1 is made
of sodium alginate (2% w/w), and DP2 is a solution of calcium
chloride (6% w/w), both in DI water (Fig. 5, top). In the
microfluidic device design, the meander-like segment for dro-
plet mixing by convective forces is removed, as preliminary
experiments have not shown to improve the isotropy of the
alginate gels. To visualize the microgel shape by confocal
microscopy, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran with a
molecular weight of 2 M Da is added to the sodium alginate
phase and entrapped in the microgel during hydrogel network
formation. The flow rates of DP1 and CP are fixed at 40 mL h�1

and 400 mL h�1, respectively. The flow rate of DP2 is increased
in a stepwise fashion starting from 40 mL h�1, over 60 mL h�1

and 80 mL h�1 to 120 mL h�1 to evaluate the impact of the
injected volume on the shape and curvature of yielded micro-
gels. A voltage of 240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC mode is applied to the
electrodes to induce electrocoalescence.

In the lower part of Fig. 5, time-resolved bright-field micro-
scopy images of the electrocoalescence process of the calcium
chloride solution and droplets containing sodium alginate and
FITC-dextran are recorded with a high-speed camera. For all
flow rates of DP2, a stable interface forms between the sodium
alginate droplets and the injected calcium chloride solution,
being 2 ms into the coalescence process. We interpret this
finding as an instantaneous hydrogel formation at the interface
of both solutions due to very fast egg-box-like bridging of the
guluronate blocks of the alginate by the divalent calcium ions
(cf. Fig. 6), since the observed interface formation is not visible
in case of injecting hydrogel precursors that do not gel instan-
taneously as the hydrogel systems reported in the previous
section, for instance. From images taken 5 ms and 12 ms into
the coalescence, whereas the latter time point marks the
completion of calcium chloride injection, the impact of the
injected volume on the droplet and microgel shape can be
derived. The comparison of high-speed camera images at 12 ms

Fig. 4 (A) Reaction scheme of hydrogel network formation via supramo-
lecular, non-covalent interaction. (B) Phase-contrast microscopy image of
emulsion droplets containing resulting microgels. The inset displays the
corresponding fluorescence microscopy image visualizing fluorescent
KA7-TAMRA-starPEG incorporated into the hydrogel network. (C) Exemp-
lary confocal microscopy image of a supramolecularly crosslinked micro-
gel revealing a homogeneous distribution of fluorescent TAMRA.
(D) Localization of TAMRA inside of the microgel shown in (C) visualized
through a line scan. The scale bars for all panels denote 100 mm.
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and corresponding insets of 3D reconstructions from confocal
microscopy reveals that the injected volume of calcium chloride
determines the final shape of the anisotropic microgel.

While for all above-discussed hydrogel systems, we can
derive the mean diameters and standard deviation of droplets
and microgel templates, this is not feasible for emulsion
droplets serving as templates for the anisotropic alginate
microgels. This is because high salt concentrations lower the
solubility of PEG in water, which is the middle block of our
triblock copolymer surfactant employed for droplet
stabilization.52,53 By lowering its solubility, the effectiveness
of the surfactant is reduced, leading to droplet coalescence, and
the observed multiple microgels per droplet (ESI,† Fig. S2).

To determine the shape control and inner curvature of the
anisotropic alginate microgels by the volume of calcium
chloride solution merged with the sodium alginate droplets,
we perform confocal microscopy. 3D reconstructions as-
acquired (middle) and reoriented for better comparison of the
inner curvature (bottom) are shown in Fig. 6. It can be derived
that the radius of the inward microgel curvature increases with
an increasing flow rate of DP2 and, therefore, increasing
injection volume. While for a DP2 flow rate of 40 mL h�1,

microgels with small inner cavities are formed, comparable to
those which can be fabricated via polymerization of higher-
order emulsion templates or aqueous two-phase systems,28,29

concave surfaces with increasing radii are created by a stepwise
increase of the flow rate of DP2 up to 120 mL h�1. Here,
microgels formed by electrocoalescence with a flow rate of
DP2 at 60 mL h�1 exhibit an armchair-like morphology, and
microgels formed from DP2 at 120 mL h�1 expose a hammock-
like morphology, while at 80 mL h�1, an intermediate architec-
ture of the two aforementioned geometries is obtained. Since
the inner curvature of these microgels are not evenly curved due
to the fabrication process, no statistically significant quantita-
tive data could be extracted from the 3D reconstructions by
using image analysis software, e.g., ImageJ.

To describe and compare the shapes of the anisotropic
alginate microgels in more detail, a coordinate system is
inserted in Fig. 6 (bottom) to define the directions in space.
Here, the diameter of the alginate-based microgels along the
x-axis remains at comparable values of approx. 35 mm. This
value is not solely determined by the height of the microfluidic
channel of 50 mm but also by the spatial location of sodium
alginate within the droplet that does not fill out the channel
completely due to its curvature. At a process time of 12 ms
(cf. Fig. 5), the anisotropic microgels are located mostly in the
upper third of the droplet volume along the axis perpendicular
to the flow direction. Considering the cylindrical shape of the
droplets along the axis of the microfluidic channel and
the Marangoni force acting on the droplets due to friction at

Fig. 5 Fabrication of alginate microgels with tailored curvature. Top:
AutoCADs-made design of droplet electrocoalescence device, highlight-
ing the inflow of sodium alginate and calcium chloride. Yellow and green
boxes mark the position of microscopy images taken below. Bottom:
Electrocoalescence of a solution of calcium chloride in DI water (6% w/w)
with droplets formed upstream at a flow-focusing junction containing a
solution of sodium alginate in DI water (2% w/w). Instantaneous calcium-
induced ionic crosslinking results in hydrogelation directly at the interface
of both solutions, whereas the remaining alginate solidifies under geo-
metric control of the droplet template by diffusion. The flow rate of DP1
containing sodium alginate is fixed at 40 mL h�1, DP2 containing calcium
chloride is increased continuously from 40 mL h�1 (A) over 60 mL h�1 (B) to
80 mL h�1 (C), and 120 mL h�1 (D). The flow rate of CP is set to 400 mL h�1 in
all experiments. The scale bars denote 50 mm.

Fig. 6 Top: Scheme of Ca2+-based ionic crosslinking of alginate by egg-
box-like bridging of guluronate blocks leading to hydrogel network
formation. Middle and bottom row: Anisotropic alginate microgels imaged
by confocal microscopy. Microgels are formed by electrocoalescence
from a solution of calcium chloride in DI water (6% w/w) with droplets
containing a solution of sodium alginate in DI water (2% w/w), formed
upstream at a flow-focusing junction. Middle: 3D reconstructions as
acquired and (bottom) reoriented for simplified comparison of the varying
inner curvature between different microgel species. The microgels have
been fabricated, as shown in Fig. 5A–D. All scale bars denote 50 mm.
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the channel walls,54 the deviation of the microgel diameter
from the total channel height can be explained. While the
width of the microgels along the x-axis stays constant, the
length of the microgels along the z-axis is prolonged stepwise
with increasing injected volume of DP2 from approx. 60 mm at
40 mL h�1, over 62 mm at 60 mL h�1 and 70 mm at 80 mL h�1 to
80 mm at 120 mL h�1, accompanied by increasing radii of the
inner curvature and increasing flattening of the overall
microgel.

The comparison of the 3D reconstructions in Fig. 6 reveals
the variety of microgel populations with different inner curva-
ture that can be generated in one single microfluidic experi-
ment by simply adjusting the flow rate of DP2, and thus the
volume that is added to the existing droplet of DP1.

Besides processing sodium alginate into anisotropic micro-
gels with various shapes, our electrocoalescence device can also
be employed for fabricating isotropic alginate particles by
utilizing EDTA as a chelating agent for calcium ions. Bright-
field, fluorescence microscopy, and confocal microscopy
images of these as well as the method for fabricating these
can be found in the ESI† (ESI† Fig. S3). Alginate-based hydro-
gels crosslinked via ionic interaction with divalent cations such
as Ca2+ find numerous applications in biomedical sciences and
engineering due to its favorable properties like biocompatibil-
ity, low toxicity, porosity, and degradability.55,56 Especially for
mammalian cells, alginate gels can serve as continuous 3D
culture systems capable of capturing the complex physiological
responses of tissue in vitro.57 However, less is known about how
cells interact with cultures that exhibit micron-scale curvature.
Therefore, fabricated anisotropic alginate-based microgels with
tunable shape and surface curvature could be a suitable experi-
mental platform as it was reported that substrate topography
and curvature on the micron-scale affect cell fate as well as cell–
cell interactions.58 Microgels fabricated by electrocoalescence
of droplet pairs that combine convex as well as concave
curvatures in the same microgel particle could enable to
evaluate the favored curvature and the accompanied cell fate
in one single-cell culturing experiment.

Materials and methods
Materials for microgel synthesis

All chemicals were used without further purification unless
stated otherwise. 4-Arm poly(ethylene glycol)-thiol (starPEG-
thiol) with a molecular weight of 10 000 g mol�1 and 4-arm
poly(ethylene glycol)-maleimide (starPEG-maleimide) with
10 000 g mol�1 were purchased from Creative PEGWorks
(USA) and Jenkem (China). Alexa Fluor 488 C5 maleimide was
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). Alginate
sodium salt, Brilliant Black, calcium chloride, phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) tablets, dextran sulfate sodium salt with
a molecular weight of 5000 g mol�1, and fluorescein isothio-
cyanate-(FITC-)dextran with an average molecular weight of
2 000 000 g mol�1 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich/Merck
(Germany). Peptide–lipid-starPEGs were synthesized in the

Zhang lab (B CUBE, Technische Universität Dresden). Deio-
nized (DI) water was obtained from a Milli-Q water purifier
(Direct-Qs 5, Merck Millipore, USA) with a resistance of
18.2 MO cm.

Microfluidic device fabrication and setup design

Microflow cells for droplet electrocoalescence were fabricated
by standard photo- and soft lithography techniques, followed
by subsequent creation of electrodes within these flow cells. A
microchannel template, 50 mm in height, was generated by
spin-coating the negative photoresist SU-8 2050 (Micro Resist
Technology, Germany) onto the polished surface of a 3-inch
silicon wafer (Siegert Wafer, Germany). The channel structure
was defined by a printed film mask using a mask aligner (MJB3,
Suess MicroTec, Germany). After post-exposure bake, the non-
hardened photoresist was removed with a developer (mr-Dev
600, Micro Resist Technology, Germany). To confirm the
desired microchannel height, the master device was character-
ized by confocal microscopy (msurf expert, NanoFocus, Ger-
many). Then, the silicon wafer-based microchannel structure
was replicated in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) by replica
molding. For that, PDMS oligomer and crosslinker (Sylgard
184 silicone elastomer kit, Dow Corning, USA) were mixed in a
ratio of 10 : 1 (w/w), degassed in a planetary centrifugal mixer
(ARE-250, Thinky, USA), poured onto the master device and
crosslinked in an oven for 2 h at 65 1C. After that, the PDMS
replica was cut out of the mold, peeled off from the master, and
the inflow and outflow ports were punched with a 1 mm-
diameter biopsy punch (KAI Medical, Germany). The side of
the PDMS replica exhibiting the microchannel structure was
bonded to a microscopy glass slide (76 � 52 mm, Marienfeld,
Germany) by exposing both parts to an oxygen plasma (80 W,
15 s, MiniFlecto 10, Plasma Technology, Germany), before
gently pressing them together. Electrodes were integrated into
the microflow cell by filling selected microchannels with a low-
melting-point solder (Indalloy 19, Indium Corporation, USA).
To ensure both sufficient wetting of the liquid alloy and
uniform filling of the channels, the empty electrode micro-
channels were pre-treated with a 2% (v/v) solution of
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane in acetonitrile (both Sigma
Aldrich/Merck, Germany). To fully remove excess solution from
the surface treatment, air was blown through the microchan-
nels before placing the device on a hot plate at 85 1C. Then,
Indalloy 19 solder (diameter 0.6 mm, 52% In, 32.5% Bi, 16.5%
Sn) was injected into the electrode microchannels and allowed
to melt. Once the solder filled out a microchannel completely,
including the outflow port, pin headers were inserted into the
inflow ports to provide an external electrical connection. Elec-
trical contact was verified, measuring the electrical conductivity
between the pin header and the alloy at the outflow port of the
electrodes by utilizing a digital multimeter. The pin headers
were additionally fixed on the flow cell surface by applying
Loctite AA 350 (Henkel Adhesives, Germany), and exposing the
microfluidic device to UV light for 5 min. Then, 15 min before
using the microfluidic device, the surface of all non-electrode
microchannels was rendered hydrophobic by injecting a 1%
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(v/v) solution of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane
(Gelest, USA) in Novec 7500 (IoLiTec, Germany) into these
microchannels.

To visualize emulsion formation, the flow cell was mounted
onto an inverted bright-field microscope (Axio Vert.A1, Carl
Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a high-speed digital camera
(Miro eX4, Vision Research Inc., USA). Three high-precision
syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus 11 Pico Plus Elite, Harvard
Apparatus, USA) were connected to the flow cell via PEG tubing
(inner diameter: 0.38 mm, outer diameter: 1.09 mm, Harten-
stein, Germany). Two 500 mL-gastight syringes (1750 TLL SYR,
Hamilton, USA) were used for the dispersed phases (DPs), DP1
and DP2, and a 3 mL-disposable syringe (BD Luer-Lok tip,
Becton Dickinson, USA) was used for the continuous phase
(CP). The electrodes were operated by a custom-built power
supply with tunable voltage, current, and frequency in AC
mode. The entire microfluidic setup was located in a grounded
box with a security flap and additionally equipped with two
safety switches to comply with general safety regulations for
working with high voltage.

General procedure of microgel fabrication

In all microfluidic experiments, a stream of aqueous hydrogel
precursor solutions also referred to as DPs, was periodically
emulsified by a flow of a second immiscible fluid, regarded as
the CP (cf. Fig. 2). While the composition of the DPs varied for
different hydrogel systems, the composition of the CP was the
same for all experiments, consisting of a home-made triblock
copolymer surfactant (Krytox-Jeffamine-Krytox, 2% w/w),
synthesized based on a protocol from Holtze et al.,59 dissolved
in Novec 7500. For each experiment, both dispersed phases
were injected into the flow cell at the same time. Here, droplets
of DP1 were formed at a flow-focusing junction, into which the
DP2 was added by means of electrocoalescence at a second
T-junction downstream of the first junction. The distance
between the flow-focusing and the T-junction was 2.8 mm in
all experiments. The emulsion resulting from the electrocoales-
cence of droplet pairs was collected at intervals of 10 min in
Eppendorf tubes. Afterward, excess CP was removed with a
syringe from the collection vial, and 300 mL of the medium in
which the microgels were synthesized was added. These were
PBS for covalently crosslinked microgels and DI water for
supramolecularly as well as ionically crosslinked microgels.
Next, the microgels were transferred into water by breaking
the emulsion via the addition of 250 mL Novec 7500 containing
20% (v/v) 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctanol (PFO, Sigma Aldrich/
Merck, USA). This step was repeated twice.

Bright-field and wide-field fluorescence microscopy imaging
of droplets and microgels was conducted on a DMi8 micro-
scope (Leica, Germany). Confocal microscopy imaging of micro-
gels was performed on an Andor Dragonfly spinning disc
confocal microscope (Andor Technology Ltd, Ireland) or on a
TCS SP5 (Leica, Germany). For evaluating the initial droplet size
and the corresponding size of isotropic microgels produced by
thiol-Michael addition or non-covalent interactions, at least
60 droplets and microgels were characterized manually using

the software ImageJ.60 From this data, mean diameters and
standard deviations were calculated.

Microfluidic fabrication of isotropic covalently assembled
microgels

For fabricating isotropic covalently assembled microgels via
thiol-Michael addition, a 2% (w/w) solution of starPEG-thiol
(MW: 10 000 g mol�1) in 1� PBS was used as DP1, and DP2 was
a 2% (w/w) solution of starPEG-maleimide (MW: 10 000 g mol�1)
in 1� PBS. For visualizing the mixing efficiency inside droplets,
the starPEG-thiol of DP1 was pre-functionalized with Alexa Fluor
488 C5 maleimide. After forming droplets of DP1 at the flow-
focusing junction, DP2 was added into droplets of DP1 right at
the point of droplet formation, applying an electrode voltage of
240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC mode. Flow rates were 40 mL h�1 for DP1,
40 mL h�1 for DP2, and 800 mL h�1 for the CP.

Microfluidic fabrication of isotropic supramolecularly
assembled microgels

For fabricating isotropic, non-covalently assembled microgels
via supramolecular interactions, a solution of 2.5 mM peptide–
lipid-starPEG (KA7-C8-starPEG) in DI water was used as DP1,
while DP2 was a solution of 5 mM dextran sulfate (MW:
5000 g mol�1) in DI water. For visualizing the mixing efficiency
inside droplets, peptide–lipid-starPEG was doped with 1% (v/v)
fluorescent dye 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine labeled
KA7-TAMRA-starPEG. After forming droplets of DP1 at the
flow-focusing junction, DP2 was added into droplets of DP1,
applying an electrode voltage of 240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC mode.
Flow rates were 80 mL h�1 for DP1, 80 mL h�1 for DP2, and
600 mL h�1 for the CP.

Microfluidic fabrication of anisotropic ionically assembled
microgels

For fabricating anisotropic alginate-based microgels via ionic
interactions, DP1 was a 2% (w/w) solution of sodium alginate
and DP2 a 6% (w/w) solution of calcium chloride, both in DI
water. For visualizing the resulting microgel shape by confocal
microscopy, 0.2% (w/w) FITC-dextran (MW: 2 000 000 g mol�1)
was added to DP1. After forming droplets of DP1 at the flow-
focusing junction, DP2 was added into droplets of DP1, apply-
ing an electrode voltage of 240 V at 7.5 kHz in AC mode. Flow
rates for forming different populations of alginate-based micro-
gels with varying shape are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Flow rates for fabricating anisotropic alginate-based microgels
via electrocoalescence of droplet pairs containing 2% (w/w) sodium
alginate (DP1) and 6% (w/w) calcium chloride (DP2), both in DI water

Ratio DP1/DP2
Flow rate
DP1 [mL h�1]

Flow rate
DP2 [mL h�1]

Flow rate
CP [mL h�1]

1 : 1 40 40 400
1 : 1.5 40 60 400
1 : 2 40 80 400
1 : 3 40 120 400
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Conclusions

Controlled electrocoalescence of droplet pairs containing fast-
gelling hydrogel precursors was utilized as a versatile method
for processing reactive species into uniform microgels via
droplet microfluidics. To highlight that successful droplet
coalescence toward uniform microgels largely depends on the
speed of gelation rather than on the crosslinking mechanism of
hydrogel formation, covalently crosslinked microgels were fab-
ricated via thiol-Michael addition reaction of thiols and
maleimides, and supramolecularly crosslinked microgels were
fabricated via non-covalent assembly of dextran sulfate and
peptide–lipid-starPEG. Both types of hydrogels yielded the
desired isotropic microgels with high spatial uniformity of
the microgel volume, as indicated by the distribution of
fluorescent dye coupled to the hydrogel matrices. By utilizing
3D confocal microscopy scanning through the mid-plane of
both types of covalently or non-covalently crosslinked hydro-
gels, a homogeneous distribution of incorporated dyes
throughout the hydrogel volume was confirmed. Homogeneous
hydrogels obtained from fast-gelling precursors, particularly
those reacting via bio-orthogonal crosslinking based on click-
chemistry approaches (e.g., thiol-Michael addition), may
further promote their application in cell biology, e.g., in
mechanobiology,61,62 where homogeneous hydrogel microen-
vironments are essential for reproducible force sensing and for
comparing results across characterization techniques like real-
time deformability cytometry or AFM-based nanoindentation.38

Beyond the fabrication of well-defined isotropic microgels,
the addition of one reactive hydrogel precursor to a surfactant-
stabilized droplet of its corresponding reaction partner, e.g.,
crosslinking component, was shown to be suitable for produ-
cing a special type of anisotropic microgels with a tunable inner
and outer curvature that – compared to conventional core–shell
or Janus-type microgels – has been challenging to form via
standard droplet microfluidics to date. Exemplarily, instanta-
neous gelation of alginate and calcium ions – exceeding the
speed of droplet homogenization prior to droplet gelation – was
utilized to lock the microgel shape determined by the injected
volume of calcium ion solution to a preexisting droplet tem-
plate. It was shown that a stepwise increase of the calcium
chloride volume injected into the alginate droplet results in an
increasing inner curvature of as-formed microgels, such that
this curvature can be customized for specific future applica-
tions, e.g., in cell culturing experiments to investigate a favor-
able substrate curvature influencing cell fate.63
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